Nevada Preservation Survey #1

Q6 What types of historic/archaeological sites or buildings do you believe
are important to preserve? Please check all that apply.
Answered: 708
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OTHER SITES OR BUILDINGS (OR YOU MAY SPECIFICALLY IDENTIFY THE HISTORIC
AND/OR MODERN COMMUNITY FROM THE BOX ABOVE):

DATE

1

Bolluck Field in Boulder City

5/29/2018 5:34 PM

2

Postal Arrows, almost 100 years old now. I've discovered 5 in Clark County and they deserve to be
mapped and monitored.

5/25/2018 1:49 PM

3

Some buildings/places would not be safe or worthy to be preserved. The line might be if they
currently exist in a state of disrepair. Without going into a long-winded argument, if a property is
really valued, it would probably be less expensive if preserved with digital technology.

5/25/2018 10:32 AM

4

Tahoe history

5/15/2018 2:36 PM

5

all of the above

5/13/2018 10:55 AM

6

Gold Butte archaeology and Archaeology of Thirsty Canyon NTTR

5/1/2018 3:27 PM

7

Buildings that are important specifically to the people of a town. For instance, in our town it is
important to preserve the old High School/Senior Center, whereas another town may not find that
important

4/26/2018 8:15 AM

8

Site of first gold discovery in NV and how/why the surrounding area (other than Virginia City)
played a role in Comstock history and why it's germane to protect this type of history.

4/25/2018 11:02 AM

9

20th century military infrastructure (e.g. SAGE sites, Hawthorne Depot, Test Site resources, ect).

4/23/2018 6:02 AM

10

This is a loaded and pointless question. It feels like you are trying to pre-determine the outcome
which makes your survey bogus. Ask intelligent questions, if you want real answers that will
ACTUALLY do something to help preserve our state.

4/22/2018 6:34 PM

11

We can’t save them all, but definitely a sampling is necessary.

4/22/2018 11:01 AM

12

I think that we need to be selective in what we preserve to ensure that we are preserving it as a
living part of our communities and not preserving things as a way to stop development. There
needs to be a delicate balance. The best preservation of buildings and features is to ensure that
they can continue to be used for their intended purposes.

4/20/2018 4:59 PM

13

The 1942 USO Building in Hawthorne and the old 1890's era Mineral County Courthouse

4/20/2018 12:07 PM

14

I have selected many types, although I acknowledge that only a select few representatives
samples can realistically be saved from any one category.

4/20/2018 11:31 AM

15

I'm not sure I think any real buildings need to be preserved, maybe a few here & there to have
established as parks / sites to see and view. photos and displays and recreations are more usable
and practical to allow children and visitors to see and interact with Nevada's history.

4/20/2018 11:24 AM

16

However, some buildings have been neglected beyond the point of economically preserving. Only
really deep pockets can save some buildings.

4/20/2018 11:13 AM

17

my comment: Paleontology is not archaeology or historic site as framed in the question.
Paleontology, from a museum and public interest viewpoint is important.

4/20/2018 10:16 AM

18

I don't know.

4/20/2018 9:22 AM

19

Native American Structures. Should not include resource gathering areas

4/20/2018 9:15 AM

20

Department of Energy sites including sites of conflict and protest.

4/16/2018 8:19 PM
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21

Good examples of charcoal harvesting complexes. Examples of small-scale or portable sawmills.

3/14/2018 12:17 PM

22

All of the above must be weighed carefully in the scope many factors, cost, cultural relevance,
practicality, private v. public ownership, property owner rights. All history is important and sites
should be considered individually, but, in the end, not necessarily all sites warrant preservation

3/14/2018 11:49 AM

23

Improve preservation of Boulder City & expand historic district designations to include post-dam
construction historic resources.

2/26/2018 7:03 PM

24

Historic Viewsheds related to trails and sacred properties

2/14/2018 10:44 AM

25

Sites associated with nuclear history of the state

2/9/2018 5:02 PM

26

Everything should be look at with a "historical preservation" eye but it does not necessarily mean it
must be preserved - must be safe and accessible to the public and financially capable of
preservation

2/9/2018 11:15 AM

27

Gym at the old Orphan's Home in Carson City

2/8/2018 2:13 PM

28

old buildings within a downtown area that should be developed (DAYTON) nevada

2/7/2018 7:40 PM

29

these all can be important

2/7/2018 4:49 PM

30

Lincoln Highway sites throughout Nevada.

2/7/2018 3:25 PM

31

Everything is case by case. However, I would like to see a culture shift where we approach all of
the above resources with a preserve first mentality. Right now it seems to be 1. raise 2. move 3.
preserve.

2/7/2018 12:23 PM

32

Stone boy sites and historical uses

2/6/2018 10:02 PM

33

While individual site are important, neighborhoods of historic value need to be recognized and
preserved, requirements to escape gentrification and loss of identity.

2/6/2018 6:11 PM

34

Native American Sacred Sites are important; however, there should be a limit to the extent that
that site reaches (i.e. Tosawihi Quarries) and use of public lands should not be hindered for other
industries and the general public by large-scale protection measures.

2/6/2018 3:37 PM

35

sites of historic significance such as battles/wars, large gatherings/sporting events.

2/6/2018 2:00 PM

36

Minning tunnel systems such as in Storey County

2/6/2018 1:57 PM

37

Railroads

2/6/2018 1:24 PM

38

Rare site or building types of any age.

2/6/2018 1:00 PM

39

Rivers are relevant

2/6/2018 11:24 AM

40

Industrial lumbering sites and features at Lake Tahoe and in the Carson Range.

2/6/2018 11:14 AM

41

All should undergo section 106 and be deemed eligible or ineligible by professionals.

2/6/2018 10:05 AM

42

Not all of any type of historic / archaeological sites are worth preserving

2/6/2018 9:43 AM

43

hard to choose they all have a value

2/6/2018 8:40 AM

44

No mention of Comstock logging or mining features.

2/6/2018 8:16 AM

45

The Huntridge Theatre

2/5/2018 8:40 PM

46

Huntridge Theatre.

2/5/2018 8:36 PM

47

Historic Districts

2/5/2018 7:44 PM

48

All historical buildings.

2/5/2018 5:30 PM

49

Train Depots

2/5/2018 4:57 PM

50

Jacks Corner Saloon Bovard Nevada tent camp site

2/5/2018 4:05 PM

51

Specific buildings that illustrate the work of a particular architect or architectural style, especially if
under-represented. That is to say, not any old ranch just because someone famous grew up there,
but a ranch that was built with a particular vision.

2/5/2018 3:40 PM

52

Historic Highways!! How could you leave that off this list????

2/5/2018 3:40 PM
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53

Again to qualify this answer, uses do not necessarily need to be restricted to an exclusionary use
for multi-faceted sites.

2/5/2018 3:21 PM

54

NRHP eligible cultural resources.

2/5/2018 3:00 PM

55

I agree with the Secretary Interior Standards and the National Register of Historic Places, as
established.

2/5/2018 12:43 PM

56

With the exception of the "No sites are worth preserving", I believe all the above are important. But
each needs to be a significant contribution to the category.

2/5/2018 11:48 AM

57

Residential homes (post WWII and mid-century)

2/5/2018 11:41 AM

58

Many sites should be documented then remediated to allow for the natural landscape to return.

2/5/2018 11:14 AM

59

Trails such as the one traveled by Shoshone Indians from Ft. Hall, ID, through the east edge along
the length of the Ruby Mountains to Ely, NV

2/5/2018 10:26 AM

60

Structurally intact historically significant buildings (i.e. deteriorating or collapsing buildings should
not be saved).

2/5/2018 10:26 AM

61

All sites or buildings should be taken into consideration. That said, I think Native American Sacred
Sites need more consideration, and as a preservation community we need more inclusion
conversation Native communities about what they need and want to preserve- even if it is only
preservation for their use.

2/5/2018 10:19 AM

62

Sites with wooden features prone to decay and fire (wikiups, drive lines, pinyon ladders, cabins
and other structures).

2/5/2018 10:05 AM

63

Basque carvings in aspen groves

2/5/2018 9:57 AM

64

NV State Prison

2/5/2018 9:56 AM

65

I think more should be done to preserve Virginia City and the old places there.

2/5/2018 9:52 AM

66

CCC affiliated features such as dams, reservoirs, etc.

2/5/2018 9:43 AM

67

Arts and cultural buildings, such as theaters

2/5/2018 9:42 AM

68

Irrigation structures (ie: field ditches) DO NOT meet National Register eligibility criteria and should
NOT be preserved.

2/5/2018 9:35 AM

69

Important Pinon forests that have a history of prehistorically feeding thousands of people.

2/5/2018 9:19 AM

70

Many irrigation structures (ie: field ditches) DO NOT meet the criteria for National Register
eligibility and should NOT be preserved.

2/5/2018 9:09 AM

71

My comment here would be that the survey seems to be biases in that it is too focused on
architectural history resources. Also, why are paleontological resource included as this is a
completely separate discipline.

2/5/2018 8:35 AM

72

Trails: Pioneer Trail. I want to see the pioneer trail and all of its 16 properties saved, repaired,
restored, and some repurposed to the extent the property owner consents. Binion Ranch is the
most important property I want to see historically protected.

2/4/2018 11:54 PM

73

Odeon Hall in Dayton, NV Union Hotel in Dayton, NV Fox Hotel in Dayton, NV Other old buildings
in old downtown Dayton.

2/4/2018 5:06 PM

74

Although selected "Ghost Towns" in reference to mining- it is irrelevant today because they have
been looted and destroyed in 1950-70's and what few remnants that remain- has been
documented- newspapers, diaries, and other historic references. Basically the location information
is all that remains.

2/4/2018 12:31 PM

75

Preserve the best in each category, or do pubic outreach on ones that cannot be preserved.

2/4/2018 9:04 AM

76

All are worthy of preservation, esp. if they are outstanding or unique examples, or are very typical
of others that are gone. We can't save everything but we can save examples and, where possible,
environments.

2/3/2018 5:31 PM

77

In specific cases, all of these choices (except the "none" choice) could be checked as important,
but we can't save everything.

2/3/2018 1:14 PM

78

Again, all of the options above are important as long as they meet agreed upon criteria, for
example, NHPA eligibility. It is important to be as objective as possible to avoid pet preferences
from becoming disproportionately valued.

2/3/2018 1:10 PM
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